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Abstract—Face recognition plays an important role in bio-
metric and surveillance systems. In many real situations, it is
required that the face recognition system first detect whether
or not the test face image has a correspondent subject in the
gallery. It is the case, for instance, when detecting a set of
wanted subjects in the crowd: if the system misses a detection,
it may incorrectly identify a subject as wanted. Another case is
when we track subjects in images of surveillance cameras: if an
individual appears in one image, we must determine if he/she
has not appeared in other images before enrolling him/her as
a new subject in the face gallery. Results show that enrolling a
subject in a face gallery that already contain him/her can decrease
the overall accuracy of a face identification system. Motivated
by those issues, we propose and evaluate five approaches to
detect unenrolled subjects in the face gallery based on face
identification. The proposed approaches are evaluated in the
FRGC dataset, which is a standard and challenging dataset for
face recognition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are three tasks in face recognition [2]: verification,
where the system must determine if two given faces belong
to the same subject; identification, where the system must
determine the identity of a given face according to a face
gallery containing previously enrolled subjects; and watch-list,
where the system must detect whether a given face is enrolled
in the face gallery, and, if so, returns its identity.

The verification task differs from watch-list since, in watch-
list, all subjects in the gallery are considered to determine
whether a test face is unknown (has not yet been enrolled in
the face gallery). In the verification task, only face images of
a subject and from the test are considered to decide whether
they belong to the same subject. Indeed, the verification task
is equivalent to watch-list when only one subject is enrolled
in the face gallery. The verification task is typically required
in an access control system where an individual identifies
himself/herself as being a particular subject and the system
must, then, verify its declared identity by analyzing the image
of his/her face.

Watch-list may refer to a particular case of the Open Set
Recognition [3], when it is expected that the large majority of
face images being tested are not enrolled in the face gallery.
A typical scenario for the watch-list is when the system must
detect wanted subjects in surveillance cameras considering that
most individuals that appear in the images are not wanted. For
the open set task, we may be interested in tracking subjects
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Fig. 1: Recognition rate of a face identification system when
a percentage of duplicated subjects is in the face gallery.
Experiments are from FRGC dataset, Experiment 4. The
number of enrolled subjects is fixed for fair comparison since
it can reduce recognition rate.

in videos captured from several cameras. Given that a subject
appears in a video, it is necessary to know if that subject has
not appeared in other videos before enrolling him/her as a new
subject in the face gallery. We should be careful on enrolling
a new subject in the gallery because if that subject is already
in the system, a second enrollment of the same subject may
decrease the accuracy of the system. To illustrate that, Fig. 1
shows recognition rates from the face identification method
from [1] when a percentage of subjects enrolled in the face
gallery is duplicated. The increase in the accuracy at 20% of
duplicated subjects in Fig. 1 can be seen as a random choice
of a subset of subjects easier to classify.

To detect whether a subject is unknown (not yet enrolled
in the gallery), we propose five approaches based on face
identification systems. Doing so, we are able to determine
the face identity as soon as we determine whether the sub-
ject is known. The approaches are evaluated on the FRGC
dataset [4], which is a standard and challenging dataset for face
recognition. Among the proposed approaches, one consists in
training a classifier using face images of the gallery against a
independent set of common face images (Section III-A), and
four are based on responses given by the face identification:
three are based on a margin that separates a subject response
from other non-subject responses (Sections III-B, III-C and
III-D), and one is based on the distribution of the non-
subject responses (Section III-E). For identification, we use the
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method proposed in [1] since it is robust to facial expression,
lightning, aging and has been in development to increase
scalability [5].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss related work in Section II. Section III describes the
proposed approaches. We present the experimental setup,
results and discussions in Section IV. Then, we conclude this
paper with final remarks in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

We briefly review and discuss some papers in literature that
motivated our work. In Section II-A, we review some face
recognition methods. Features descriptors are in Section II-B.
Finally, advances in open set face recognition are presented in
Section II-C.

A. Face Recognition

Face recognition methods in literature can be generally
divided in two groups: those who represent face images by
a holistic or local points description [6]. Methods based
on holistic description [7], [8] often present problems with
generalization since pose or illumination changes can modify
the general appearance of the face image significantly. Holistic
approaches usually require several face images of a subject
in different conditions to properly model that subject. On the
other hand, methods based on description of local points of the
face image [9], [10] generalize easier than holistic description,
since they focus on fiducial points of the face (corner of the
eyes, tip of the nose, chin, corner of the mouth, among others),
if some of those points are occluded due to a pose change, or
invisible due shadowing effects, the remaining points can still
be used to identify the face image. However, methods based
on local point description present challenges on representing
the face as a whole.

Holistic description based methods in [7], [8] use manifold
subspaces of the high dimensional face image representation to
describe enrolled subjects. The advantage of subspace analysis
is the compact representation, and therefore, reduced noise,
storage requirement, and computational cost when testing a
face image. As show in [8], selecting discriminative subspaces
for each subject increase effectiveness in comparison with
methods like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [7].

B. Feature Descriptors

As researchers developed effective low-level feature descrip-
tors for different goals, their works could be successfully ap-
plied to face recognition tasks. Examples using SIFT and HOG
can be found in [11] and [12], respectively. The most common
descriptors used in face recognition are Local Binary Patterns
(LBP) [13], LBP variations [14], and Gabor filters [15]. There
are also combinations of LBP and Gabor filters [16] and many
other features descriptors [17] as well.

As many features descriptors are combined, subspace pro-
jection techniques become necessary to address the issues
regarding the high dimensional feature space. The method
described in [1] uses the Partial Least Squares (PLS), a

discriminative progression regression technique, considering
several features descriptors extracted from the face image.
PLS consists in projecting both features and their target labels
to a PCA-like subspace to maximize the covariance between
features and labels instead of maximizing the variance of the
features as performed by PCA. Then, the least squares is used
as regression of the projected features and the projected labels.
A PLS model is learned for every enrolled subject, with +1
labels, against all other subjects as counter examples, with
-1 labels, following a one-against-all classification scheme.
Then, when a test face image is submitted, the system returns
regression values for each subject model and the identity is
then assigned to the model with the maximum regression
value. To address the problem of scalability when testing a
face image at every enrolled subject model, the authors suggest
a tree model structure. In [5], the authors suggest the usage
of a subset of the subjects as counter examples to address
the scalability problem when training the models with a large
number of subjects.

C. Open Set Face Recognition

There are few works addressing the open set face recogni-
tion task in literature. The approach proposed in [18] con-
siders the confidence of classification of enrolled subjects
to determine a threshold which is used to decide whether
the subject is known (already enrolled in the gallery). The
confidence of classification is acquired by testing samples of
one subject in the model trained using the remaining subjects.
The process is repeated so that each subject was tested once.
The disadvantage of such approach is that it is assumed that
there is a large number of previously annotated subjects being
available for training, or at least enough to guarantee accuracy
of the system. That is crucial, for instance, for the watch-list
task when there are few subjects in the gallery.

In [19], the authors propose to use a transduction analysis
on the classification likelihood value of the test sample and
its k nearest samples from subjects in the gallery other than
the subject being considered. If the likelihood value of the test
sample is not higher enough from the k values, it is more likely
that the subject of the test face is unknown. To guarantee that
the method presents high accuracy with few enrolled subjects,
it is used an extra set of face images which neither belong to
any subject in the face gallery nor any other subject presented
to the system. This extra set is commonly used in methods
which deal with verification tasks, such as in [20] and [21].

In [22], the authors build a classifier for each subject to
decide whether a face image belongs to that subject or not.
A dense set of face samples is needed to properly define the
boundaries of the classification decision. The authors propose
to use synthetic samples generated by morphing the subject
face image toward face images of others subjects.

III. PROPOSED APPROACHES

Among the approaches proposed in this work, four are based
on a validation set and one is based on a background set.



Background set. The motivation for using a background
set is that high accuracy has been observed in verification
approaches like [20] and [21]. For the background set, we
use images from [1], which consists in 366 face images from
several subjects in the FRGC dataset. Those images are neither
from any subject in the train nor from any subject in the
test set, and half of them are captured under uncontrolled
conditions. The idea is to represent unknown common faces
other than those in the identification system and to include
uncontrolled information to prevent the trained model of a
subject learn features unrelated to his/her identity (such as
shadow effects or pose variations).

Validation set. The idea for using a validation set is to
generate response values that follow closely what we expect
to obtain from test samples. Then, we use the responses to esti-
mate parameters of the proposed approaches. For that, we use a
subset of the training samples to test models learned using the
remaining samples. This way, we avoid the overfitting problem
which happens when the trained models perform well on the
training set but do not perform well on the test set. A leave-
one-out like scheme is used in the partition of the samples
assuming that enough samples per subject are available (at
least four in our experiments). The validation set is built by
taking one randomly chosen sample per subject for validation
and using the remaining to train the face identification model.
The validation samples are then submitted to the model and
their responses are used to train the proposed approaches. The
process is repeated until all samples are once in the validation.
We have a total T = N × S responses per subject, where N
is the number of enrolled subjects in the gallery and S is the
number of samples for each one of them (assuming that each
subject have the same number of samples).

In the following subsections we describe the five proposed
approaches to detect unenrolled subjects in the gallery. The
approach based on the background set is in Section III-A.
Approaches based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) are
in Sections III-B and III-C. In Section III-D we describe the
approach based on Least-Squares. Finally, the approach based
on data distribution is described in Section III-E.

A. Background-set Based Approach

In this approach, we aim at training a classifier to identify
whether a sample presented to the system is already enrolled
in the gallery. This way, we can check, in one step, whether
the face is unknown, and if so, avoid to check every subject
model in the gallery using the face identification method as
required by our other proposed approaches. The classifier is
trained adding an extra PLS model, referred to as Background-
set model, in the same way of the identification method in [1]
but containing the background set, with +1 labels, against face
images of enrolled subjects, with -1 labels. By doing so, the
model can focus on distinct features of the enrolled subjects
from those in background set. To evaluate a test sample, we
first submit it to the Background-set model and check if its
regression value is higher than a threshold τ , and, if so, we

assume that the test sample is unknown. A brief review of the
identification is in Section II-B (details can be found in [1]).

B. SVM-overall Approach
In the SVM-overall approach, our goal is to separate re-

sponses from known and unknown subjects using the SVM
criterion1. As the responses of the unenrolled subjects tend
to present lower values, we expect that they roughly cluster
together towards a common point in the responses space.
Enrolled subjects, on the other hand, tend to present higher
responses for the model corresponding to their respective
identity and lower for others. Therefore, by using SVM, we
need a kernel function to map the responses to a higher
dimensional space that linearly separates them. As it is costly
to perform calculations in higher dimensional space, it is
common to use a kernel-trick. The kernel-trick consists in
applying a function K(A,B) that returns the dot product of
two feature vectors, A and B, without needing to project them
to the higher dimensional space. In this context, to classify
a new sample we use Equation 1, where xi is i-th SVM
support vector, αi is its weight and b the hyperplane bias.
The Equation 1 is based on the SVM classification equation,
however, we drop the sign function. The Equation 1 is also
related to the likelihood approximation described in [23]. In
the experimental evaluation, we test SVM with radial-basis
and polynomial kernels.

N∑
i=0

αiK(xi, x) + b ≥ τ (1)

Since all validation response vectors have one response for
a subject in the gallery, as discussed at the beginning of
Section III, we generate unknown responses vectors replacing
the response that correspond to its respective subject by
another randomly chosen response from other subject.

C. SVM-per-subject Approach
In this approach, we aim at separating responses of a subject

from others using the SVM criterion, similarly to SVM-
overall approach described in Section III-B. The SVM-per-
subject differs from the SVM-overall on the aspect that we
use one SVM model per subject instead of one SVM model
for all subjects. For that, we use the general formula of SVM
hyperplane described in Equation 2. In this context, for the
SVM model of the i-th subject, xj is the j-th SVM support
vector, αj is its weight and b stands for the hyperplane bias.
The threshold for the i-th subject is given by Equation 3.
An example of thresholds calculated by the SVM-per-subject
approach is illustrated in Fig. 2.

N∑
j=1

xjαj + b = 0 (2)

τi = −b/(
N∑
j=1

xjαj) (3)

1 In the context of this work, the SVM criterion consists in calculating a
hyperplane with maximum margin between known and unknown responses.
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Fig. 2: Responses for 13 subjects from the validation set
of FRGC Experiment 2. Correct responses for a subject are
in upside blue triangles while upside down red triangles
stands for the incorrect responses. Black lines are thresholds
calculated by SVM-per-subject approach. Correct responses
are sightly shifted to right to facilitate the visualization.

D. Least-squares Approach

In the Least-squares approach, we aim at approximating
the threshold calculated in the SVM-per-subject approach
(Section III-C) with a reduced computational cost by using
least squares. We calculate the threshold as the root of a line
in the labels by responses space for every subject in the gallery.
A label is set to +1 if its respective response comes from i-
th subject, otherwise, it is set to -1. In this context, let Y be
the vector of labels and X2×T be a matrix where the first
column comes from the i-th subject in the validation set and
the second column is filled with ones. The second column
of X represents the bias of a particular response and it is
associated with its weight for training. We seek to calculate
a line of form βx + c = y that better separates the labels.
Once we know β and c, the threshold is given as τ = −c/β.
[β, c] can be calculated by solving Equation 4, which can be
performed using the least-squares as show in Equation 5.

argmin
β,c

f(β, c) =

T∑
i=1

(βXi + c− Yi)2 (4)

[β, c]t = (XtX)−1XtY (5)

As the least-squares is very sensitive to unbalanced classes, we
use n incorrect close to +1 and n correct close to -1 responses,
where n is set to the minimum number of correct or incorrect
responses. By using sub-sampling instead of changing their
training weights, we aim at obtaining the line that better
separates boundary regions of the classes similar to SVM-
per-subject approach.

E. Inequality Approach

In the inequality approach, we aim at detecting unenrolled
subjects by estimating a probabilistic model for the responses
that do not correspond to a subject. This approach differs from
those based in the SVM criterion since it considers the distri-
bution of responses instead of the separating margin between
labels. In this context, we calculate the boundaries for each

subject responses ri, i = [1, 2, ..., n], using the Samuelson’s
inequality [24] as show in Equation 6. The estimated mean is
µ while σ stands for the estimated standard deviation. Given
our assumption that the test set will demonstrate nearly the
same responses of validation set, we employ µ+ σ

√
n− 1 as

the threshold.

µ− σ
√
n− 1 ≤ ri ≤ µ+ σ

√
n− 1 (6)

We tested parametric functions2 , however, none of them
could successfully estimate a distribution from responses in
the validation set that generalize for the responses of the test
set. By using inequality instead of parametric distributions, the
approach became independent of whatever distribution it may
represent, although inequality may be lossy, i.e., ri being quite
apart from it threshold.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approaches de-
scribed in Section III on the FRGC version 1 dataset [4]. The
experimental setup is described in Section IV-A. In Section
IV-B, the approaches are evaluated in terms of Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves. We also evaluate the
influence of the number of dimensions in Section IV-C, and
the number of enrolled subjects in Section IV-D

A. Experimental Setup

FRGC. The FRGC dataset contains 152 subjects and six
experiments involving images with depth information, high
resolution, and still under controlled or uncontrolled condi-
tions. To validate the proposed approaches, we consider Ex-
periments 2 and 4 of the FRGC dataset since the Experiments
3, 4 and 6 considers depth information and Experiment 1 is
considered the easiest experiment of the dataset. Experiment
2 consists in four sample images acquired under controlled
conditions for training and several test images taken in the
same circumstances. Experiment 4, the most challenging in
the FRGC dataset, consists in one controlled sample image
for training and several uncontrolled test images.

Extra samples. As Experiment 4 in the FRGC dataset
provides only one sample per subject for training, we used
extra samples from [1]. The extra samples are needed to build
the validation set as discussed in the beginning of Section III.
Those extra samples are obtained by morphing the original
sample towards a ’mean-face’ using a triangularization-based
morphing. The ’mean-face’ is built by averaging uncontrolled
images from FRGC training set. The original sample is
morphed 20%, 30% and 40%, resulting in three synthesized
images.

Train and test sets. We randomly divide the 152 subjects in
FRGC into two complementary sets: enrolled and unenrolled.
To build the identification face models, we use only those in
the enrolled set while for test we use both. The test consists

2 We tested Normal, Gumbel and Generalized Extreme Value distributions
estimated from responses in validation set and evaluating them using χ2

hypothesis tests in both validation and test sets responses.
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(a) Experiment 2
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(b) Experiment 4

Fig. 3: ROC curves for several approaches evaluated in FRGC dataset.
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Fig. 4: SVM-overall radial responses (curve levels) for subjects
1 (right triangles) and 2 (up triangles) of FRGC Experiment
4 test set. Red crosses are responses for other subjects.

in determining whether a subject is enrolled in the gallery or
not. We evaluate the approaches in 10%, 50% and 90% of
the 152 subjects (rounding up) for the unenrolled set. We do
not compare identification accuracy since that was discussed
in [1].

Face identification. The only parameter necessary for the
face identification method is the number of dimensions of
the PLS model. As it will be shown in Section IV-C, about
10 projections are enough for Experiment 4 while 3 will
be enough for Experiment 2. SVM based approaches. For
the SVM-overall approach, we test Gaussian radial-basis and
polynomial kernels (discussed in Section III-B). The parameter
σ, related to the radius of the Gaussian kernel, was empirically
set to 0.1, although its does not change results significantly.
The polynomial power parameter was set to 3 since higher
ones does not improve results. For both, the cost parameter was
empirically set to 0.001. For the SVM-per-subject approach,
we use a linear kernel with cost parameter empirically set to
1.

Threshold based approaches. To generate ROC curves for
the approaches that calculates a threshold τ for each subject
(Least-squares, SVM-per-subject and Inequality approaches),
we employ the minimum difference between each τ and it
respective responses.
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Fig. 5: AUC for FRGC Experiment 4 when the number of
dimensions in PLS model is in range 3 to 20.

B. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curves

ROC curves from Experiments 2 and 4 are displayed in
Fig. 3. Although Experiment 2 is easier, the Background-
set and SVM-overall with polynomial kernel approaches do
not present high accuracy. The SVM-overall with radial-basis
kernel approach present a fair accuracy in Experiment 2 but
a poor accuracy in Experiment 4. Those three approaches
follow closely the random guess represented by an identity
line in Experiment 4. That happens since responses from
the Background-set model are distributed almost the same
as responses from enrolled subjects. As can be observed in
Fig. 4, the poor accuracy of SVM-overall is consequence
of roughly same response values of the SVM for correct
and incorrect subjects. An intuition of why the SVM-per-
subject approach performs better than SVM-overall can also
be observed in Fig. 4: the separation between the known and
unknown responses for the two first subjects of FRGC is
higher if we consider the response for each subject separately,
as in the SVM-per-subject approach, instead of trying to model
all of them at once, as in SVM-overall approach. The Inequal-
ity, Least-squares and SVM-per-subject approaches present
slightly the same accuracy whereas the latter presents higher
AUC.

C. Number of Dimensions in PLS Model

In Fig. 5, we show the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC)
obtained by varying the number of dimensions in the PLS
model in the identification method for Experiment 4. Varying
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Fig. 6: AUC for FRGC Experiment 4 when the number of
unknown subjects is 10%, 50% and 90% of 152 (rounding
up).

the number of dimensions for Experiment 2 does not change
much the accuracy observed in Fig. 3a. For all approaches,
a number of dimensions higher than about nine does not
increases performance. That was expected since the authors in
[1] does not seem to see great accuracy change when varying
the number of dimensions from 13 to 21.

D. Number of Enrolled Subjects

We show the AUC for varying the number of enrolled
subjects for Experiment 4 in Fig. 6. Experiment 2 does not
present significant variation in the observed accuracy in Fig. 3a
when we change the number of enrolled subjects. As can be
seen in Fig. 6, all approaches based on validation set, except
the Inequality approach, increase their performance when 10%
of the subjects are enrolled in the face gallery. That can
be explained since there are less identification responses to
evaluate and therefore, the chance of an incorrect response of
those approaches is reduced. For the Background-set approach,
it is easier for the identification model to learn common
features from fewer subjects. When there is one enrolled
subject in the face gallery, the Background-set model tends
to perform similar to verification approaches such as in [20].

The accuracy of the Inequality approach depends on the
number of non-subject responses for each subject in the
validation set. As those responses are used to estimate mean
and deviation, fewer of them results in poorly estimation.
When the number of enrolled subjects in the gallery increase,
the AUC of the Inequality approach tends to approximate of
those for SVM-per-subject approach.

For all approaches, 50% or 90% of 152 subjects (rounding
up) in the gallery does not change AUC significantly. The
SVM-per-subject and Inequality approaches increase the AUC
being the latest with most increase (about 0.04). All other
approaches decrease about 0.02 of the AUC.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed five methods based on a face
recognition system to determine whether a face subject is
enrolled in the face gallery or not. The methods were evaluated
on the FRGC dataset and the results showed three promising
methods based on SVM, statistical bounds and least squares.

Approaches based on SVM and least squares perform well
either when few or many subjects are enrolled in the face
gallery. The poor accuracy presented by the other approaches
was also explained by the difficulty on modeling a common
feature of enrolled subjects.
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